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Classic Diffuser SPA Essence Set
GS-SE-SP3-CL

SPA Diffuser Essence features our naturally aromatic and captivating SPA Fragrance, an
exclusive mix of ideally blended precious natural therapeutic essential oils created to enhance
your well-being throughout the day and night . When paired with our exquisite master artisan-
blown Serenity Waterglass Vessel and Rose Gold Signature Base, witness the ultimate sensory
and visually uplifting SPA experience on the planet. Create Your Sanctuary, Indulge Your
Senses®.
To ensure continual SPA bliss, make certain to order ample SPA Diffuser Essence to have on
hand for refills.

SET INCLUDES: Classic Serenity Waterglass Vessel, 8 oz. SPA Diffuser Essence featuring 8 white antibacterial reeds,
and a Rose Gold Signature Base.

PACKAGING: The three-piece set is encased in Signature Aqua Foam, secured in our Signature Gift Box, and tied with
Signature Ribbon

HOW TO USE: Please make sure to place the Serenity Waterglass Vessel on a sturdy surface atop our Signature
Coaster. Remove the copper cap from the SPA Diffuser Essence bottle and pour into the Classic Serenity Waterglass
Vessel. Insert our 8 exclusive white antibacterial reeds and flip them as often as you like to intensify the scent and
Indulge Your Senses.

CAUTION: Avoid contact with furniture, fabric, and finished surfaces. Spillage may cause staining.

SAFETY INFORMATION: Keep your reed diffuser away from heat and flames. For external use only. Keep out of
reach of children. If swallowed, get medical help immediately. Avoid eye contact. In case of contact with your eyes,
flush with water. If irritation or discomfort develops, flush with water and discontinue use.

FRAGRANCE: SPA is an exclusive all-natural blend of precious aroma therapeutic essential oils featuring Geranium,
Lavender, Patchouli, and Fir Needles. These oils individually or in combination help fight fatigue, anxiety, and stress,
as these molecules float into your space promoting a sense of relaxation and well-being.
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